Abstract: Polarimetric imaging techniques exploit the polarization characteristics of objects and, thus, can achieve a better discriminative performance. In this paper, an adaptive discrimination method based on the classification of depolarization Mueller matrix is proposed. According to the Mueller-Jones theory, the general formula of Mueller matrix for depolarization optical system is analyzed. In addition, a two-channel imaging platform is constructed to obtain a polarization-difference image with certain states of polarization. Under this methodology, every pixel of the image can be expanded as a combination of independent entries of the Mueller matrix, with polarization states as the representative coefficients. Thus, the optimal polarization states can be obtained via support vector machine (SVM), and a high contrast image is achieved. Finally, experiments on two groups of different materials are conducted to demonstrate the applicability and performance of the proposed method. The related criteria (e.g., Fisher ratio) are introduced to quantitatively evaluate the results. Experimental results indicate that the proposed method shows advantages for image discriminations.
Introduction
Target detection and object recognition are fundamental topics in visual information analysis [1] . Generally, visual information, such as images and videos, is acquired using a Charge Coupled Device (CCD) camera for visual spectrum or Infrared Focal Plane Array (IRPFA) sensor for infrared light. All the optical information comes from three ways including reflectance, scattering and emission [2] . The above detectors, which only exploit the brightness or color information, cannot discriminate effectively when the target and background reveal nearly the same intensities. Conventional imaging techniques face significant challenges. In military camouflage, suspicious targets with coating hide among the background such as trees and deserts to avoid being detected. In agriculture and forestry, leaves containing different chlorophyll [3] and water content tend to show different optical characteristics, which help it properly control the growth of plants. In remote sensing, the analyses towards the polarization characteristics of the ocean surface optical help us monitor whether there is oil spill on the sea [4] .
Recently, polarimetric imaging techniques show promising prospect in many applications for various polarization characteristics that conventional imaging devices cannot deliver [5] - [9] . Goudail [10] proposed the objective function of signal-to-noise contrast between target and background, and sought to optimize by iterating the eigenvectors alternatively on the Poincaré sphere. Anna [11] took the spatial fluctuation of Mueller matrix into consideration and maximized the signal-toclutter ratio based on the correlation matrix of Mueller. Furthermore, Anna [8] assumed that the Mueller matrix of the scene was unknown. Under this assumption, a fast and unsupervised image segmentation algorithm was proposed and image segmentation and contrast optimization were performed iteratively to achieve a high contrast image. Vannier [12] compared the performance of different polarimetric imaging frameworks for detecting artificial targets in natural scenarios.
From a wide view, polarimetric imaging systems can be divided into two main categories, Mueller matrix polarimeters and Stokes vector polarimeters. A Mueller imaging system consists of a polarization state generator (PSG) and a polarization state analyzer (PSA) that respectively generates completely polarized light and measures the polarization state of the scattered or reflected light. Such a system can provide complete polarized and depolarized information of the material and can obtain the extract Mueller matrix. Stokes vector imaging system is generally suitable for the application where the scenes are exposed under natural light. Therefore, it only utilizes the PSA to measure the reflected or scattered Stokes vector. Either the two polarimeters can achieve arbitrary polarization state by adjusting the polarizer. However, it is not practical to continuously tune the polarizer in real applications. Concerning the two-channel imaging (TCI) systems, the scene is illuminated with a single polarized light with two certain polarization states and then two intensity images are formed to combine a polarization-difference image. Under the mechanism, the image of target and background is more separable and the contrast is enhanced for easier detection.
In this paper, a polarization imaging discrimination method based on Mueller-Jones matrix is presented. The analysis of real scene imaging indicates that the reflected light mainly includes single reflection and multiple scattering. Therefore, the Mueller matrix is decomposed into two parts, Mueller-Jones matrix and the depolarization matrix. The polarization-different image is then acquired through a TCI system with certain combination of polarization states, and the optimal polarization state is further computed using the classical support vector machine (SVM) training method. The paper is organized as follows. We introduce some basic concepts and describe the derivation of our method in Section 2. In Section 3, the optical system is constructed and experimental results for three groups of typical materials are presented. In addition, quantitative data and analysis are given to demonstrate the effectiveness. Finally, we conclude this work in Section 4.
Theory and System Design

Basic Concepts
Fresnel theory [2] is widely used in the study of specular reflection, where the reflection coefficients of s-wave (perpendicular to the plane of incidence) and p-wave (parallel to the plane of incidence) are determined by the incident angle θ i and the refractive index η. The Mueller matrix related to the Fresnel reflection can be achieved using the Mueller-Jones theory [13] 
where the reflection coefficients are defined as Fig. 1 . Structure of (a) surface reflection and (b) scattering of real scenarios [10] . Although the complexity of the two applications varies considerably, they are similar in principle.
Here, θ t is the refracted angle and is determined by the Snell-Descartes law of refraction. It should be noted that the Fresnel reflection theory applies only to the ideal surface. In fact, for the general planar as shown in Fig. 1(a) , the surface will always contain numerous micro-structures. These micro-structures will cause the incident light to separate into two beams, the single-reflection and the multiple-reflection (scattering). The single-reflection can be explained and calculated by the Fresnel reflection model, and the multiple-scattering is complex enough to be simplified as pure depolarization.
For non-planar scenes (such as jungle, sea, and objects with complex surface structures) in Fig. 1(b) , this assumption can also be applied, which means that the reflected light also consists of single-reflection and multiple-scattering (surface scattering, volume scattering, refraction, etc.).
For depolarized optical systems illustrated in Fig. 1 , the depolarization of light is generally due to selective absorption or correlation of pure states related to the surface roughness of a target or the scattering by particles in the case of a medium. During the multiple-scattering process, for any incident pure polarized state, the scattered wave remains constant for isotropic materials. Thus, the corresponding Mueller matrix can be decomposed as
where M J is the Mueller matrix of single-reflection and can be determined using Fresnel theory, which is introduced in (1), ω d is the coefficient of depolarization [14] , and M D = [1, 0, 0, 0; 0, 0, 0, 0; 0, 0, 0, 0; 0, 0, 0, 0] is a rank-1 completely depolarized matrix. It should be noted that (3) requires the optical homogeneity of the material to ensure that the multiple-scattering components of the reflected light are completely depolarized. For the scenes with significant structural properties, the polarization characteristics of the reflected light tend to be anisotropic. If so, the proposed model will no longer be applied. In order to calculate the Mueller matrix of the material surface, we adopt the Stokes-Mueller formulism [2] . In detail, let us consider an active polarimetric imaging system that illuminates the scene with the light whose polarization state is defined by a Stokes vector S and is produced by a polarization state generator (PSG). The reflected or scattered Stokes vector of the scene is S 0 = MS. It is analyzed by a polarization state analyzer (PSA), which is a generalized polarizer allowing selecting photons characterized by their polarization state T.
System Design
where k is photoelectric coefficient. We can change the rotation angle of the polarizer and 1/4 waveplate to obtain an arbitrarily polarization state. Considering two specified states in our TCI system, one is
T . The light intensity accumulated in the CCD can be expanded below, respectively, using
Therefore, the polarization-difference P d can be defined by
It is sum of features multiplied by the polarization state. Fortunately, it can be seen as features' projection onto the vector x. The feature vector and the projection vector of the classifier for TCI system are defined as follows:
Optimize Polarization State Using SVM
As stated in the introduction, the typical applications of the proposed method are military camouflage detection, vegetation disease detection and sea oil spill detection. Most of these practical problems can be summarized as contrast enhancement between the target and the background. Therefore, we need to enhance the polarization-difference index between the target and the background in (7). The defined polarization degree can be treated as a projection on to a hyperplane with w as its normal vector. In order to achieve a high-contrast intensities target/background image, we need to maximize the margin between the two classes. The vector x of normalized depolarized Mueller matrix can be treated as positive samples y = +1 and negative samples y = −1, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1 . The problem turns out to find a classifier with maximum discriminative ability. We adopt the linear classifier Support Vector Machine (SVM) to determine the optimal hyperplane which maximizes the distance between the training samples. SVM makes two classes be linearly separable by projecting the samples onto a higher dimension space. In our approach, we assume different materials have distinctive optical parameters, thus the samples can be linearly separable using a plane in a 3-D space. The linear classifier is defined as
where the coefficient vector w determines the direction of the plane and b represents the intercept. The scheme of SVM is shown in Fig. 2 .
In order to achieve a stable discrimination of samples and get a high-contrast polarization image, we maximize the margin between the two classes. Searching for the maxima of 2/ w equals to find the minima of 1 2 w 2 . The optimization is conducted under the constraint that all features are distributed outside of the optimal hyperplane. Thus, the problem turns out to be a convex quadratic problem with constraints
where y i = +1 for positive samples, and y i = −1 for negative samples.
The detailed derivation and analysis can refer to SVM theory [15] . After the training process using SVM, the normal vectorŵ can be calculated by multiplying all support vectors and their corresponding weights. It should be noted thatŵ is computed up to a scale factor. The optimal polarization state of PSG and PSA can be achieved by solve the following nonlinear equations: Equation (11) has four independent equations with six variables; thus, we can manually select two arguments and solve the other four. The analytical solution can be found in the Appendix.
Experimental Results and Analysis
The approach proposed in this paper utilizes normalized Mueller entries to formulate the discriminated features. Therefore, the entire process consists of two steps: training and classifying. A Mueller matrix measurement system is required to be constructed to acquire positive and negative feature points of the sample. According to our theory, the optimal polarized state of PSG and PSA for detection is calculated using the results of SVM training. Finally, we measure the intensity images of the scene under the optimal condition and conduct quantity analysis to evaluate the contrast enhancement performance.
Optical System Design
The Mueller polarimeters are widely adopted because the Mueller matrix, which implicates complete polarization characteristics, can be precisely measured. The architecture for the Mueller polarimeter is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The measurement optical system consists of three main devices: polarization state generator (PSG), polarization state analyzer (PSA), and the sample of different materials. Both PSG and PSA contain a linear polarizer to generate (analyze) the linear polarizer component and a 1/4 waveplate to generate (analyze) the circular polarized component. An LED array is used as light source to imitate the natural light. On the PSA side, we use a monocular CCD detector to capture the scatter radiation. The central wavelength of monochromatic components including filter and waveplates is set to be 632.8 nm. Experiments were carried out in a darkroom to avoid interference of stray light. The angle between the incident light and the reflected light was 100°, which means the incident angle θ i = 50
• . The scattered light was captured by a CCD camera with resolution of 658 × 492. By adjusting the PSG and PSA, we can obtain the polarization characteristics of the incident and reflected light [2] . Thus the Mueller matrix can be calculated by solving (5) .
However, the measurement process of Mueller matrix tends to introduce the random noise. The temporal noise changing over time can be eliminated by averaging the CCD image sequences for a certain period of time. Similarly, the noise that introduced by spatial inconsistency can be eliminated by averaging the image within a subregion. At last, the recovery of Mueller-Jones matrix M J the depolarization coefficient ω d can refer to literature [16] .
Experimental Results for Conductor and Dielectric
Our utilization of Mueller-Jones matrix indicates that, the classifier can be applied to discriminate dielectrics and metals. It is necessary to demonstrate that the Fresnel reflection principle can be applied to the analysis of single-reflection. In this part, a group of experiment which includes polypropylene and graphite is conveyed. The photo of the sample and the discrimination result are shown in Fig. 4 . In the mixture sample in Fig. 4(a) , the circular graphite was embedded in the side of a circular polypropylene.
In the training process, we manually change the angles of the polarizer and waveplate to acquire intensities under different polarization states. The Mueller matrix is calculated for each pixel in the captured image. Since the existence of measurement noise, the 16 entries of Mueller matrix cannot fit the model of (3). We adopt the eigen-based method proposed in [16] to recover the Mueller-Jones matrix and depolarize coefficient. The recovered Mueller matrices of graphite and polypropylene [17] , [18] , the roughness determines the variation of the distributed microfacets. And depolarized effect is generated due to multiple scattering. Another significant difference between polypropylene and graphite is the parameter x 3 , which takes 0 and -0.2, respectively. Since metal has extinction coefficient, which results in a complex refraction index. The process of light and metal adds an extra phase shift, which causes x 3 of Mueller matrix are nonzero. The three indices used in our approach exhibit significant difference, thus it can effectively discriminate dielectric and metal.
In order to demonstrate the connection between the single-reflection and Fresnel theory, the refractive index and extinction coefficient are computed using (1) and (2). Further, the experimental results are compared to the standard value. The quantitative results are listed below
The standard values of graphite are from http://www.filmetrics.com/refractive-index-database, while the empirical values of polypropylene are shown in [19] . Table 1 indicates that the singlereflection process can be explained using Fresnel theory, because the refractive index and extinction coefficient can be calculated by the Mueller-Jones matrix within the tolerance. The relative error is mainly attributed to the inaccuracy of the incident angle.
Comparisons With Other Methods
In this part, we compare our method with two previous researches. Geng [20] proposed an active polarization imaging system to discriminate different materials with a diagonal Mueller matrix. The discriminative polarization state is optimized by maximizing the margin between the target and background's features with SVM since it comes out that the detecting function of TCI system in form is the discriminant function in pattern recognition nicely. The experimental system is constructed under the assumption that the materials are nonbirefringent [9] and the corresponding Mueller 
However, this assumption is impracticable and rough since the off-diagonal elements of most materials are nonzero. According to our derivation, the reflectance coefficient is always different for p-wave and s-wave, which results in ρ s ρ * s − ρ p ρ * p = 0 in (1). Another case is for metal [2] , which conducts electricity. Metal exhibits strong ability of light absorption, thus an extra different phase shift to the two waves will be appended. Therefore, the entry i (ρ s ρ * p − ρ p ρ * s ) of Mueller matrix in (1) will also be nonzero.
Another contribution to contrast enhancement or material classification is proposed by Wan [21] . This paper constructed a passive imaging system for target/background contrast enhancement in outdoor environment. Thus, the incident light can be assumed as the natural light with Stokes vector (1, 0, 0, 0) T . The element for classification of this method is the Stokes vector of light scattered by the materials. Intrinsically, the reflected Stokes vector can be derived as
Equation (14) shows that S reflect is the first column of M scene , and (Q , U , V ) T = (m 10 , m 20 , m 30 ) T . However, according to the analysis of Mueller Matrix in Sec. 3.2, m 20 and m 30 are small enough to be regarded as zeros for most of the natural objects. Therefore, it is not persuasive to discriminate different materials with these indices.
Experiment Results and Analysis for Applications
In this part, two groups of experiments are conducted. One group includes withered leaf and deep yellow coating, and the other one includes fresh leaf and camouflage cloth. These two groups of materials are typical military camouflage materials, thus the conventional imaging is difficult to distinguish in natural light, which can demonstrate the effectiveness of our method. The real samples are shown in Fig. 5 . Taking the first group as example, we choose two 100 * 100 regions representing for leaf and coating, respectively. The spatial noise is eliminated by averaging the Mueller matrix of a 10 * 10 subblock, thus we obtain 100 sample vectors for each material. We annotate class +1 for leaf features and class −1 for coating features. The feature vectors for training are plotted in Fig. 6 . The SVM training process is then conducted to achieve an optimal hyperplane, as illustrated in Fig. 6 Concerning these two experiments, leaf and coating (or camouflage cloth) are both common scenes in various detection environments. Especially when in military camouflage, targets are easily coated or covered with special radiation material. Detectors cannot highlight the suspicious target with its intensity or color information similar as the background. However, materials with similar visible radiation characteristics may differ in polarization. From Fig. 6 , feature points of two materials stack into two batches and can be divided in the 3-D space, and the hyperplane can be estimated as shown in Fig. 6 .
By solving (11), we can get the Stokes vector of PSG and PSA and the results are listed in Table  2 . The first row of the two experiments is the solution of the equation and the second one represents its associated polarization state, which can be substituted following
where θ 1 , φ 1 , θ 2 , φ 2 denote the azimuth of polarizer and waveplate of PSG and PSA, respectively. In order to evaluate the performance of our approach, we introduce the Fisher ratio [22] to analyze the contrast between the two regions.
wherex 1 andx 2 denote the mean P d of the two separated regions, respectively, and σ 2 is the variance. Fisher ratio can be interpreted as contrast signal-to-clutter ratio and the higher the ratio, the better performance of the evaluation will be achieved. The results of five different combinations of S and T and the corresponding Fisher ratios are presented in Fig. 7 . The left column is towards leaf and coating under a rectangular region. The right column is leaf and camouflage under an elliptical region. Fig. 7 (a) and (f) illustrate the optimal states while the four subsequent results are achieved by adding each glass an extra angle of 45°. In Fig. 7 (b) and (g), the two materials are almost imperceptible with a pretty small F. The remaining three sequences are separable, however both the target and background pixels are with high distributed variance, thus the Fisher ratios are much smaller.
Pixels for both target and background can be treated as samples from the Gaussian distribution. Kullback-Leibler distance (J KL ), which is introduced in [23] , is a strategy to measure the distance. The KL distance is defined as the relative entropy of two probability distribution functions (PDF), and the larger the KL distance, the more effective to highlight the targets. The KL distance is formulated as J KL = p (x|ω 1 (17) where p (x|ω 1 ) and p (x|ω 2 ) represent the distribution probabilities of the two regions respectively. These two functions can be estimated using the grey level histogram. Another similarity criteria is Bayesian probability of error [24] , which is interpreted as the minimal error probability of classification for two classes and is defined as P BE = min {p (ω 1 |x) , p (ω 2 |x)} p (x) dx (18) where p (ω 1 |x) and p (ω 2 |x) are posterior probabilities and can be calculated according to the Bayes decision rule. p (x) denotes the total probability and we regard the prior probabilities are equal, which means p (ω 1 ) = p (ω 2 ) = 1 2 . We calculate these two indices for the five polarization state shown in Fig. 7 . The histogram of pixels is involved when the probability function is needed. The explicit results are listed in Table 3 .
The results in Table 3 demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. The optimal state achieves the best score on both the two criteria compared to the other four configurations.
Conclusion
A contrast enhancement methodology for polarimetric images is proposed in the paper. The depolarized Mueller-Jones matrix is exploited in order to achieve both applicability and effectiveness. Followed by a two-channel imaging system, by which a polarization-different image can be acquired and can be discriminated effectively using the SVM algorithm. Two groups of experiments are conducted and both qualitative and quantitative results are exhibited to demonstrate the performance.
In summary, our method can be adaptive to the typical metal and dielectric and can effectively separate target and background with similar intensities. For better detection, we will focus on studying more discriminative polarization characteristics of different materials and more classification algorithms.
